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Dressage saDDles

gg extra
The popular saddle with an ex-

ceptionally soft and comfortable 

seat as well as numerous extras 

wins over many professionals 

including Kristina Bröring-Sprehe, 

Remy Issartel, Patrick van der 

Meer and many others!

Sizes 16" to 19"

The classic amongst Passier 
saddles – and one of the most 
popular dressage saddles in the 
world.

Recommended by Top Riders!
A large number of professional dressage riders put their trust  

in dressage saddles by Passier. The reason is simple: For over  

150 years Passier saddles have provided ultimate comfort  

for the rider combined with maximum horse-friendliness.  

The saddles guarantee the freedom of movement that is  

essential for the dressage horse. Riders enjoy the exceptionally  

comfortable seat and the elegant, classy design.

hubertus  
Schmidt II
Introduced in 2015, this elegant 

saddle with a deep seat, also 

developed in collaboration with 

Hubertus Schmidt, combines 

the advantages of the original 

model with additional fea-

tures: light-colored decorative 

stitching, sophisticated horse 

head and crown embossing and 

thicker thigh supports (plus 1 cm 

or 3/5").

Sizes 16" to 19"

The saddle with a soft, deep seat 
and thicker thigh supports offers 
riding comfort and horse-friend-
liness.

hubertus Schmidt
Available since 2006, this popular 

dressage saddle which was 

developed in collaboration with 

German dressage team Olym-

pic winner Hubertus Schmidt 

impresses with its soft, deep seat. 

The pre-formed knee inserts and 

1.5 cm (3/5") wider thigh sup-

ports ensure that the rider’s leg is 

always in the correct position.

Sizes 16" to 19"

The saddle with a soft, deep seat 
and very good support for the 
thighs.
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Design
The Vision Company  
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Passier is “The spirit of riding. Since 1867.”  
Thus the Passier products of today are the result  
of over 150 years of experience. Many changes  
have taken place since the company was founded. 
Passier saddles, bridles and accessories are still 
being made according to the same standards:  
uncompromising quality, excellent partnerships  
and the highest level of horse-friendliness.
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Sirius
As the first saddle with the frt-System®, the Sirius Dressage Saddle 

guarantees that the horse’s shoulder is able to rotate completely freely. 

The benefits of this are manifested in a variety of different ways: 

Horses ridden in the Sirius Saddle are more relaxed and content, and 

riders also report a particularly calm and harmonious sitting sensation. 

Furthermore, the Sirius impresses riders with its comfortable, deep 

seat, elegant patent leather trim, a variable selection of Velcro sup-

ports, freedom panels and the beneficial V-girth arrangement.

Sizes 16" to 19"

An elegant and horse-friendly saddle  
from the hands of master craftsmen.

Hubertus Schmidt has 
been one of the top 
riders in the interna-
tional dessage arena 
for many years.  
The collection he  
developed in close 
collaboration with 
Passier meets his  
high demands.

frt-System®: 
curved form of the  
gullet plate bar

normal 
form

Colors   ■ Black   ■ Havana   ■ Teak
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optimum II
The further development of the 

Optimum with all its advantages. 

New features are the pre-formed 

knee inserts and thicker thigh 

supports, the Selloil leather 

lining of the saddle flaps and  

the V-girth arrangement.

Sizes 16" to 19"

All the advantages of the  
Optimum as well as extra  
support for the thighs.

optimum
This saddle is cut in a way that 

enables the rider to always sit in 

the optimum riding position. The 

narrow twist ensures particularly 

good contact to the horse,  

the large contact surface an 

optimum fit.

Sizes 16" to 19"

The saddle for close contact  
to the horse.

optimum Pony
The attractive pony dressage 

saddle convinces by its anthra-

cite-colored decorative stitch-

ing. The thicker thigh supports 

keep the rider’s leg in position, 

and the soft seat ensures riding 

is especially enjoyable.

Sizes 15.5" to 16"

Sits perfectly on the pony’s 
back.

optimum Mono
This monoflap saddle ensures 

that the rider sits particularly 

close to the horse and has even 

more influence. Thigh supports 

on top of the saddle flaps make 

it easy for the rider to keep the 

legs in the correct position. With 

“The Lifter” panels.

Sizes 16" to 19"

Monoflap for a special riding 
experience.

Pony 
Saddle

Corona II
Corona II is the further devel-

opment of the popular Corona. 

It features further advantages 

such as pre-formed knee inserts 

and particularly slip-proof Selloi 

leather lining of the saddle flaps.

Sizes 16.5" to 18"

Particularly slip-proof with extra 
security.

Corona
The deep seat and good cut of 

the saddle ensure that the rider 

sits very comfortably. The thicker 

thigh supports help to keep the 

rider’s leg in the correct position.

Sizes 16.5" to 18"

The saddle with the very  
comfortable seat.

abs
The saddle with freedom panels 

and a special point billet strap 

arrangement, which has been 

proved to prevent the saddle 

from slipping forward onto the 

horse’s shoulder.

Sizes 16.5" to 18"

For horses which are hard to fit.

abs Pony
The pony saddle but with  

all the advantages of the abs  

for hard-to-fit ponies. In  

addition, its deep seat and  

thigh supports provide  

its riders with maximum  

security.

Sizes 15.5" to 16"

The non-slip saddle for ponies.

Pony 
Saddle

Young Star
The elegant Young Genera-

tion Saddle with a particularly 

comfortable seat. The adjustable 

thigh supports with Velcro can 

be positioned exactly where the 

rider requires them. Perfect in 

the growing phase!

Sizes 15.5" to 16"

The extra variable saddle for 
young riders.

Young Star II
This attractive saddle for young 

riders combines all features of 

our Young Star with an especially 

soft, deep seat. The elegant  

patent leather trim at front and 

back lets you and your horse 

shine!

Sizes 15.5" to 16"

The comfortable, exquisite 
eye-catcher in the dressage arena.

Young 
Generation 

Saddle

Young 
Generation 

Saddle

Dressage
Compact
No more need for compromises! 

Because the horse-friendly Com-

pact convinces by a particularly 

short contact surface for the horse 

whilst at the same time featuring 

a significantly larger and more 

comfortable seat for the rider.

Sizes 1 to 3

The perfect saddle for horses 
with a short back.

Freemove Dynamic
This saddle has been devel-

oped in cooperation with Antje 

Bandholz, the famous French 

equestrianism trainer. The flat 

seat and pencil knee rolls permit 

the rider to move freely in the 

saddle.

Sizes 16.5" to 18"

The saddle for riders, who  
treasure freedom of movement.

Colors   ■ Black   ■ Havana   ■ Teak

Adjustable  
thigh blocks  

with Velcro

Adjustable  
thigh blocks  

with Velcro
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Jumping

Arktur
Highly successful professional 

jumping riders worldwide place 

their trust in this saddle: The knee 

and calf blocks give extra secu-

rity over the fence; the Selloil 

leather lined saddle flaps make 

it truly slip-proof. What are you 

waiting for? Jump!

Sizes 16" to 19"

For more security on the jumping 
course.

PSl
This traditional jumping saddle 

is impressive with its extremely 

comfortable seat and ride. It is 

available with either knee rolls 

or knee blocks to ensure an 

individual and good leg position 

over the fence and with calf 

blocks for additional support.

Sizes 16" to 19"

Traditional style for high  
aspirations.

Ingrid Klimke
The result of many years of 

collaboration with Ingrid Klimke. 

The saddle flaps lined with Jupa 

leather and the stitched down 

knee inserts with calf inserts 

ensure a perfect hold. Elegant 

decorative stitching gives the 

saddle a special look.

Sizes 16" to 19"

Modern style and optimum 
comfort.

Marcus ehning
This saddle was developed 

together with Olympic winner 

Marcus Ehning. It has thicker 

knee inserts for optimum contact 

with the horse, available with 

either knee rolls or knee blocks 

and calf blocks. Besides Marcus 

Ehning his brother Johannes 

Ehning, Nicole Persson and 

Sören von Rönne also ride in this 

saddle.

Sizes 16.5" to 18"

The saddle the professionals 
trust.

Marcus Ehning wins 
team gold at the  
Olympic Games in 
Sydney in 2000. His 
horse in 2000: For 
Pleasure. His current 
horse: Cornado NRW. 
Saddles, Bridles and 
Accessories as always: 
Passier.

Jumping saDDles
The Saddles for every Jumping Course!
The highest demands imposed on jumping saddles:  

maximum freedom of movement and uncompromising reliability over 

the fence. Passier saddles meet the challenge and provide the rider 

with a strong feeling of security while at the same time allowing for 

maximum horse-friendliness. The icing on the cake: the elegant designs 

let you shine in more ways than one. So choose Passier and make 

straight for the spotlight!

Young Winner
The classic Young Generation 

Saddle which has been specially 

designed for the requirements 

of young riders and is perfect 

for ambitious goals. It offers 

the rider a very pleasant sitting 

sensation, and the knee and calf 

blocks provide good security 

over the fence.

Sizes 15.5" to 16"

Ideal for young show jumpers.

Comet III
The soft seat of this saddle means 

super-comfy riding! Knee blocks 

and calf blocks provide the rider 

with a very good feeling of secu-

rity over the fence. The small and 

large saddle flaps are lined with 

non-slip Jupa leather. The saddle is 

also available with saddle flaps cut 

back 2 cm (3/4").

Sizes 16" to 19"

For a special riding feeling.

Young Winner F
The further development of the 

Young Winner: Newly added flat 

seat and pre-formed knee inserts 

enable the rider to have particu-

larly close contact to the horse. 

The freedom panels make the 

saddle especially horse-friendly.

Sizes 15.5" to 16"

The modern saddle for young 
riders.

Avior
The beneficial cut of this saddle 

makes it simply ideal – not 

only for beginners – because it 

also offers an excellent sitting 

sensation. The pre-formed knee 

inserts and thick knee and calf 

blocks give the rider good secu-

rity when jumping. The decora-

tive stitching looks very elegant

Sizes 16.5" to 18"

The saddle which the profession-
als trust.

Young 
Generation 

Saddle

Young 
Generation 

Saddle

Colors   ■ Black   ■ Havana   ■ Teak
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Cross-Country
anD all-purpose

Colors   ■ Black   ■ Havana   ■ Teak

PSl VD
The PSL with emphasis on dres-

sage offers excellent freedom of 

movement for horse and rider. 

Typical for this model is the 

soft knee insert leather, which 

is continued right up under the 

stirrup bars.

Sizes 16" to 19"

The classic with emphasis on 
dressage.

eventing
The all-purpose saddle which 

meets the highest demands. The 

narrow twist enables the rider 

to have close contact with the 

horse; the saddle flaps lined 

with Selloil leather and the pre-

formed knee inserts with calf 

inserts help to keep the rider’s 

leg in position. Treatment with 

natural jojoba oil makes the sad-

dle slip-proof and smooth.

Sizes 16" to 19"

The ideal saddle for all  
purposes – worldwide.

PSl VS
The PSL with emphasis on  

jumping is impressive with  

its extremely comfortable  

seat and ride. Knee rolls  

provide security over the  

fence.

Sizes 16" to 19"

The classic with emphasis  
on jumping.

Paxton
This all-purpose saddle with 

emphasis on dressage is ideal 

for beginners – and perfect for 

all uses. The knee rolls provide 

security whilst at the same time 

giving the rider plenty of free-

dom of movement.

Sizes 16.5" to 18"

The popular all-purpose saddle 
for beginners.

Ingrid Klimke, professional rider and 
winner of multiple Olympic medals. 
Her horse: Hale Bob. Saddles, bridles 
and accessories: Passier.

Cross Country  
anD all-purpose 
saDDles

here, There and everywhere
You and your horse are a team. You trust each other. 100 %. You 

need a saddle that lets you become one with your horse. Passier 

cross country and all-purpose saddles are reliable in every situation. 

Everywhere. They provide security over the fence, are slip-proof and 

let you and your horse move freely. And of course Passier saddles can 

be fitted to meet your horse’s individual needs!

Ingrid Klimke
This saddle was developed in close collaboration with top eventing 

rider Ingrid Klimke and offers the perfect combination of a modern 

look, maximum comfort and uncompromising horse-friendliness. The 

decorative seams and the sophisticated Team Klimke logo on the 

lower part of the saddle flap give the saddle its unique, individual 

look. As a jumping and cross country saddle, it is guaranteed to be 

the right choice in any appropriate context.

Sizes 16" to 19"

Horse-friendliness in optimum form.

Carolina
This monoflap jumping and cross-country saddle with narrow twist ensures that 

the rider sits particularly close to the horse and has even more influence. The flat, 

soft seat is especially comfortable, the large knee and calf blocks give particularly 

good security over the fence. With “The Lifter” panels with flat gussets. The rear 

area of the saddle tree has been enlarged for a horse-friendly, larger surface  

contact area on the horse's back.

Sizes 16" to 19"

Exceptional look, perfect influence, maximum horse-friendliness!

NeW
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Neptune  
Snaffle Bridle
This elegant, round snaffle bridle 

is the perfect combination of 

exclusivity and beauty. It features 

the Caveson Special with flash 

strap.

Sizes Cob size, full size

Beautifully round.

Atlas Snaffle Bridle
Very horse- friendly: the Atlas 

Snaffle Bridle has a softly lined 

and anatomically formed head 

piece for extra relief of pressure. 

It also features an anatomically 

formed Caveson Special with 

flash strap.

Sizes Cob size, full size, over size

The perfect design for maximum 
horse-friendliness.

Phoenix  
Snaffle Bridle
The head piece is made out 

of a single piece of leather 

and ensures perfect pressure 

distribution on the horse’s poll. 

Supplied as stand ard with flash 

noseband.

Sizes Cob size, full size, over size

Optimum distribution of  
pressure on the poll.

Apollo Snaffle Bridle
This exquisite snaffle bridle 

features the Caveson Special 

including a noseband made of 

the finest, shiny patent leather 

and a flash strap – for a look that 

is just stunning.

Sizes  Pony size, cob size,  
full size, over size

Very exclusive with patent leather.

Scorpius  
Snaffle Bridle
Due to the softly lined head 

piece, the pressure on the 

horse’s poll is effectively 

reduced. Supplied as standard 

with flash noseband.

Sizes  Pony size, cob size,  
full size, over size

Exceptionally soft on the  
horse’s poll.

Fortuna  
Snaffle Bridle
Features elastic inserts on both 

sides for less pressure on the 

poll area and to encourage the 

horse’s chewing activity. Sup-

plied as standard with Caveson 

Special with flash strap.

Sizes Cob size, full size, over size

The innovation for sensitive 
horses.

snaffle  
briDles

Colors   ■ Black   ■ Havana

Style Comes in Many Forms
The finest leather, great design and maximum 

horse-friendliness – each and every snaffle bridle 

by Passier is the result of workmanship of the high-

est quality. Every horse is unique and has unique 

wants and needs. Our wide selection of snaffle 

bridles lets you find the right model for every horse, 

every discipline and of course for all your personal 

wishes and requirements.

exchangeable 
Nosebands
These nine cavesons are 

available for the Apollo, Atlas, 

Fortuna, Phoenix and Scorpius 

Snaffle Bridles and can easily 

be attached to the bridle head 

piece. The cavesons can be  

purchased together with the 

snaffle bridles or separately at  

a later date. 

Exchangeable  
Dropped Noseband

Sizes  Pony size, cob size, 
full size, over size

Exchangeable  
Flash Noseband

Sizes  Pony size, cob size, 
full size, over size

Exchangeable Noseband 
for Caveson Special with 
Patent Leather Trim and 
Flash Strap

Sizes  Pony size, cob size, 
full size, over size

Exchangeable 
Figure 8 Noseband

Sizes Cob size, full size

Exchangeable Noseband 
for Caveson Special with 
White Lining, with Flash 
Strap

Sizes  Cob size, full size, 
over size

Exchangeable Noseband 
for Caveson Special 
with Flash Strap

Sizes  Pony size, cob size, 
full size, over size

Exchangeable Dropped 
Noseband with Patent 
Leather Trim

Sizes  Cob size, full size

Anatomical Exchangeable 
Flash Noseband

Sizes  Pony size, cob size, 
full size, over size

Exchangeable Noseband 
for Caveson Special with 
Patent Leather Trim, with 
White Lining and Flash 
Strap 

Sizes  Cob size, full size, 
over size

NeWNeW

head Piece 
Padding
The horse-friendly, soft 
Head Piece Padding can 
easily be attached to the 
head piece using Velcro. 
This ensures the pressure 
on the horse’s poll is 
effectively reduced.

Sizes  Pony size, cob size, 
full size, over size

Anatomically  
Formed Head Piece

Elastic 
insert

Neptune Snaffle Bridle

Colors 

■ Black 

■ Havana 

■ Teak
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snaffle

briDles
Ingrid Klimke Snaffle Bridle
This snaffle bridle was developed together with Ingrid  

Klimke and stands out for optimum pressure relief. Supplied  

as standard with a Caveson Special with flash strap.

Sizes Pony size, cob size, full size, over size

The optimum snaffle bridle for less pressure.

Marcus ehning 
Snaffle Bridle
The snaffle bridle with a flash 

noseband and removable flash 

strap was developed with 

Marcus Ehning. It impresses with 

its elegant white decorative 

seams on the browband and 

noseband.

Sizes  Pony size, cob size,  
full size, over size

Elegant look and optimum 
quality.

Jupiter  
Snaffle Bridle
With the Jupiter Snaffle Bridle 

optimum pressure relief also 

plays the decisive role. This  

snaffle bridle is supplied as 

standard with a flash noseband.

Sizes  Pony size, cob size,  
full size, over size

The especially pleasant snaffle 
bridle.

Juno Snaffle Bridle
This buckled snaffle bridle 

with clincher browband is the 

perfect snaffle bridle for daily 

training. Supplied as standard 

with a flash noseband.

Sizes  Pony size, cob size,  
full size, over size

The clincher-look snaffle bridle.

Colors   ■ Black   ■ Havana

Cavesons
These six cavesons are available for the Ingrid Klimke Snaffle Bridle as well as the 

Juno and Jupiter Snaffle Bridles. The cavesons can be purchased together with 

the snaffle bridles or separately.

Dropped Noseband

Sizes  Pony size, cob size, 
full size, over size

Figure 8 Noseband

Sizes  Pony size, cob size, 
full size, over size

Flash Noseband with Re-
movable Flash Strap Loop

Sizes  Pony size, cob size,  
full size, over size

Caveson Special with Bit 
Ring Recess and Flash 
Strap

Sizes  Cob size, full size, 
over size

Caveson Special with Bit 
Ring Recess with Patent 
Leather Trim and Flash 
Strap

Sizes  Cob size, full size, 
over size

Caveson Special with 
Flash Strap

Sizes  Cob size, full size, 
over size

With 
Wider Ear 

Recess
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Fortuna  
Double Bridle
The Fortuna Double Bridle 

has innovative elastic inserts 

concealed on both sides 

under the browband. These 

inserts reduce the pressure on 

the horse’s poll effectively and 

encourage the horse’s chewing 

activity. The double bridle has 

a softly lined Caveson Special.

Sizes Cob size, full size, over size 

Fantastic elastic!

Boston  
Double Bridle
The round Boston Double Bridle 

is a real masterpiece, tailor-made 

according to the customer’s 

requirements, if so required. 

Everything through the color of 

the noseband padding can be 

selected individually.

Sizes  Pony size, cob size,  
full size, over size, made-
to-measure on request

The individual masterpiece.

Icarus  
Double Bridle
The side pieces and throat lash 

of this elegant Icarus Double 

Bridle are round for sophisticat-

ed style. The Caveson Special is 

softly lined, the horse-friendly 

head piece padding is detach-

able.

Sizes Cob size, full size

A real eye-catcher!

hubertus Schmidt 
Double Bridle
This horse-friendly double bridle 

was developed in collaboration 

with Hubertus Schmidt and is 

supplied as standard with a 

Caveson Special made of bridle 

leather. The double bridle is also 

available with Caveson Special 

in patent leather; with the bridle 

leather lined in white; or with 

patent leather lined in white.

Sizes  Pony size, cob size,  
full size, over size 

One double bridle – many 
choices.

Colors   ■ Black   ■ Havana

Color   ■ Black

Passier double bridles 
are in regular use  
in dressage arenas  
all over the world.  
Their exceptional 
horse-friendliness  
ensures that the  
horses perform at the 
top level in all tests.

Double 
briDles
Beauty in the Dressage Arena
All double bridles by Passier are the result of many 

years’ experience in dressage. They combine horse- 

friendliness with an attractive appearance – and thus 

ensure that horse and rider are able to give a top 

performance.

Elastic Insert

Double

briDles
PASSION   I/2018 15I/2018   PASSION14



browbanDs

Waved Browband with Big Strass Crystals

Sizes Pony size, cob size, full size, over size

Waved, Padded Browband

Sizes Cob size, full size

Waved Patent Leather Browband  
with Strass Crystals

Sizes Pony size, cob size, full size, over size

Waved Browband with Strass Crystals

Sizes Pony size, cob size, full size, over size

Waved Browband with Strass Bullions

Sizes Pony size, cob size, full size, over size

Waved, Round Browband

Sizes Pony size, cob size, full size, over size

Browband with Strass Crystals 

Sizes Pony size, cob size, full size, over size

Patent Leather Browband with Strass Crystals

Sizes Pony size, cob size, full size, over size

Browband with Strass Crystals

Sizes Pony size, cob size, full size, over size

Browband with Strass Bullions

Sizes Pony size, cob size, full size, over size

Browband with Brass Clincher

Sizes Pony size, cob size, full size, over size

Browband with Stainless Steel Clincher

Sizes Pony size, cob size, full size, over size

Round Browband

Sizes Pony size, cob size, full size, over size

Padded Browband

Sizes Pony size, cob size, full size, over size

highlights for every Bridle
Every bridle can become a genuine highlight by integrating a special 

browband. These original Passier browbands are also available 

individually and match virtually all Passier bridles. With strass crystals, 

clinchers or perfectly plain – the range offers something for everyone!

grab Strap
The elegant, round Passier Grab Strap functions as its  
name suggests: buckled onto the front of the saddle,  
it offers the rider that special extra security.

Size One size fits all

Colors   ■ Black   ■ Havana

NeW
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Colors   ■ Black   ■ Havana

reins
The Right Reins for every Rider
Passier offers a choice of different reins – to match the different bridles and the different disciplines. Most snaffle 

bridles are supplied as standard with the classic Passier Web Bridle Reins with leather hand grips and stops. The 

bridles are, however, also available with the alternative reins illustrated here – and, of course, the reins can also 

be purchased without the bridle.

Draw Reins with Snap Hooks.

Web Bridle Reins with Double Leather Hand Grips and Stops 
with Buckles or Hook Studs (no fig.)

Length per side Pony size 135 cm (53"), full size 140 cm (55"), 
over size 150 cm (59") 
Width 19 mm (3/4")

Web Bridle Reins with Double Leather Hand Grips and Monkey 
Buckles (for Marcus Ehning Snaffle Bridle)

Length per side 140 cm (55") 
Width 19 mm (3/4")

Web Bridle Reins with Leather Hand Grips and Stops with 
Round Fronts with Hook Studs (for Icarus and Neptune)

Length per side 145 cm (57") 
Width 19 mm (3/4")

Leather Reins with One Side Rubber with Round Fronts with 
Hook Studs (for Icarus and Neptune)

Length per side 140 cm (55") 
Width 17 mm (2/3")

Leather Reins with One Side Rubber with Hook Studs

Length per side 140 cm (55") 
Width 17 mm (2/3")

Leather Reins with Leather Hand Grips with Hook Studs

Length Per side 140 cm (55") 
Width 17 mm (2/3")

Web Bridle Reins with Leather Hand Grips and Stops  
with Hook Studs

Length per side Pony size 135 cm (53"), full size 140 cm (55"), 
over size 150 cm (59") 
Width 19 mm (3/4")

Laced Leather Reins with Stops with Hook Studs

Length per side 140 cm (55") 
Width 17 mm (2/3")

Small Leather Reins with Round Fronts with Hook Studs  
(for Icarus and Neptune)

Length per side 145 cm (57") 
Width 13 mm (1/2")

Eventa Rein® Rubber Reins with Stops with Hook Studs

Length per side 140 cm (55") 
Width 22 mm (7/8")

Rubber Reins with Stops with Hook Studs

Length per side 140 cm (55") 
Width 19 mm (3/4")

The elegant Passier Draw Reins are equipped with practical loops and 
snap hooks at both ends for easy fastening.

Length ca. 220 cm (86") 
Width 16 mm (2/3")
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aCCessories

breastplates
Innovative Top Quality  
for horse and Rider
Naturally the accessories by Passier are 

also made with the utmost of care. Here 

the best materials, which meet the highest 

requirements, are also used exclusively. 

Whether breastplates, saddle girths, saddle 

pads, halters or rugs – the quality acces-

sories are naturally also used by the Passier 

partners on a daily basis. In this context, 

at a particularly high level, the products 

are under constant review with regard to 

horse-friendliness, appropriateness and 

durability – and are immediately developed 

further if required. This ensures that Passier 

accessories are not only extremely high 

quality and durable, they are also always 

state-of-the-art and therefore trendsetting. 

Anyone who decides in favor of a Passier 

product, always receives a top quality 

product that will provide pleasure for a 

very long time. This applies with regard to 

saddles and bridles – and naturally also to 

all accessories.

Ingrid Klimke Breastplate

This perfect combination of neck ring and breast-
plate was developed in cooperation with top rider 
Ingrid Klimke. It has a removable martingale attach-
ment and is very softly lined and therefore excep-
tionally horse-friendly.

Size One size fits all

On the Passier Martingale, the neck strap 
can be adjusted perfectly and kept in the 
right position by means of the two rubber 
stoppers. The optimum length of the belly 
strap is adjusted quite simply by means of 
a practical Conway buckle.

Size One size fits all

martingale

Corvus Breastplate

The breastplate with removable martingale 
attachment impresses with its elasticated side 
pieces. The elasticity significantly reduces the 

pressure on the horse’s withers.

Size One size fits all

Marcus Ehning Breastplate

This breastplate with especially elaborate stitching features a remova-
ble martingale attachment and was developed together with profes-
sional show jumper Marcus Ehning. The breastplate is very softly lined 
so the horse barely feels it, and therefore very horse-friendly.

Sizes Pony size, horse size

Auriga Breastplate

This horse-friendly breastplate prevents 
the saddle from slipping backwards in 
the take-off phase without exerting 
pressure on any specific points.

Size One size fits all

Phoenix Breastplate with Closed and 
Running Martingale Attachment

The embossed Phoenix Breastplate is equipped with 
two martingale attachments. The belly strap has a 

snap hook and a Conway buckle.

Size One size fits all

Colors 

■ Black 

■ Havana 

■ Teak

Colors 

■ Black 

■ Havana 

■ Teak

Colors 

■ Black 

■ Havana 

■ Teak

Colors 

■ Black 

■ Havana 

■ Teak

Colors 

■ Black 

■ Havana

Colors 

■ Black 

■ Havana
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saDDle girths
Passier Saddle Girths are the result of many years’ experience 
in equestrian sport. They impress with their horse-friendliness, 
functionalism and slip-proof qualities.

Marcus Ehning Leather Saddle Girth  
with Stud Guard

Lengths 120 to 145 cm (47" to 57")

Leather Saddle Girth with Broadened Girth Center

Lengths 110 to 145 cm (43" to 57"; Black, Havana),  
125 to 145 cm (49" to 57"; Teak)

Curved Leather Saddle Girth, Long Style

Lengths 110 to 145 cm (43" to 57")

Fully Elastic Saddle Girth

Lengths 40 to 75 cm (16" to 30")

Neoprene Saddle Girth

Lengths 45 to 85 cm (18" to 33")

Stirrup leathers

Stirrup Leathers

Passier Stirrup Leathers of selected pre-stretched cow hide are  
meticulously hand-stitched in such a way that the grain is on the inside.  

They are particularly durable.

Lengths 130 cm (51"), 140 cm (55"), 150 cm (59"), 160 cm (63"),  
170 cm (67"), 180 cm (71") 

Widths 25 mm (1") and 29 mm (1 1/8")

Stirrup Leathers with “Velvet Touch”

These stirrup leathers with integrated nylon inserts will never stretch, no 
matter how intensely they are used. The selected leather with “Velvet Touch” 

makes them extremely soft and supple.

Lengths 110 cm (43"), 120 cm (47"), 130 cm (51"), 140 cm (55"),  
150 cm (59"), 160 cm (63"), 170 cm (67") 

Width 25 mm (1")

Stirrup Leathers with “Velvet Touch Deluxe”

The elegant stirrup leathers with light decorative seams are made of top quality 
European cowhide. They justly deserve the name “Velvet Touch Deluxe”  
because they are velvety soft to the touch.

Lengths 140 cm (55"), 150 cm (59"), 160 cm (63"), 170 cm (67") 
Width 25 mm (1")

Anatomically Formed Leather Saddle Girth

Lengths 45 to 80 cm (18" to 32")

Curved Leather Saddle Girth, Short Style

Lengths 45 to 80 cm (18" to 32")

Leather Saddle Girth for Dressage Saddles with a Tendency  
to Slip Forward

Lengths 45 to 80 cm (18" to 32")

Colors   ■ Black   ■ Havana   ■ Teak

Colors   ■ Black   ■ Havana   ■ Teak

Colors   ■ Black   ■ Havana

Color   ■ Black

Colors   ■ Black   ■ Havana

Colors   ■ Black   ■ Havana

Carolina Cross Country Leather Saddle Girth

Lengths 45 to 80 cm (18" to 32")

Open Velcro Flap

Open Velcro Flap

Closed Velcro Flap

Open Velcro Flap

NeW
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anti-fly 
hooD
The crocheted Passier Anti-Fly 
Hood with the coat of arms design 
protects your horse against tiresome 
flies and it also looks very good. The 
ear protection section is made of a 
cotton-polyester mix with stretcha-
ble elastane to guarantee a perfect 
fit.

Size One size fits all

halters/leaD rope

banDages

Care proDuCts

The robust Passier Fleece 
Bandages with the rhombus 
Passier emblem not only look 
good, they are also elastic, 
soft and supple and thus pro-
vide optimum support for the 
tendons and ligaments. They 
are very easy to fit because 
of the Velcro fastening.

Length 350 cm (138") 
Width 11 cm (4")

lunging aCCessories

The accessories have been 
developed together with 
horse trainer Horst Becker. 
The Lunging Girth keeps the 
horse’s spineous processes 
free – the Gymnastic Reins 
offer the horse freedom of 
movement in all directions.

Size One size fits all

Every quality product requires particularly good care in order 
to preserve its high quality properties for as long as possible. 
For the correct care of Passier saddles, bridles and accessories, 
it is therefore important to use Passier Saddle Soap, Passier 
Lederbalsam and Passier Bridle Cleaner exclusively. This is the 
only way of guaranteeing correct care of the exclusive Passier 
products.

boots
These elegant, anatomically-formed, shock-absorbing Passier 
Boots made of high quality thermoplastic elastomer offer 
thorough protection of the horse’s forelegs and tendons. The 
fine air slots in the outer shell ensure that air can circulate ex-
ceptionally freely and that there is even ventilation around the 
horse’s legs. With two practical, elasticated button fastenings 
with three adjustment positions.

Size Full size

fetloCk boots
These anatomically-formed, shock-absorbing Passier Fetlock 
Boots have an excellent wearing comfort and offer thorough 
protection of the horse’s rear fetlock joints. The fine air slots 
in the outer shell enable air to circulate exceptionally freely 
and therefore ensure even ventilation around the horse’s legs. 
With two elasticated button fastenings with three adjustment 
positions. 

Size Full size

side rear frontside rear front

The Passier Nylon Stable Halter is tear-
proof and lined – with a three-color 
plaited lead rope with panic hook to 
match.

Halter sizes Cob size, full size  
Lead Rope length 220 cm (87")

The noseband and head piece of the Passier 
Leather Stable Halter are also softly lined.

Sizes Pony size, cob size, full size, over size

Colors   ■ Blue   ■ White

Color   ■ Blue

Color   ■ Black

Color   ■ Black Color   ■ Black

Colors 

■ Black 

■ Havana
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saDDle paDs
All saddle pads by Passier have one thing in common: They impress with their excellent features and their particularly elegant appearance.  
Not only in the case of the leather products, but also concerning textiles, great emphasis is placed on reliability and endurance as well  
as an excellent appearance – however intensely the products are used.

Colors   ■ Blue   ■ White

Breathable Ingrid Klimke Saddle Cloth Dressage/Jumping

The breathable Ingrid Klimke Saddle Cloth has a special, very fine quilt for a perfect hold on the horse’s back.  
One side sports the Team Klimke logo; the other the Passier lettering.

Size One size fits all

Breathable Saddle Cloth with Coat of Arms Dressage/Jumping

In the case of the Breathable Saddle Cloth with coat of arms, the finely woven outer material is securely quilted with a special  
“open-pore” under material. The material combination reduces accumulated heat and dampness – the horse can dry off more quickly.

Size One size fits all

Quilted Saddle Cloth Dressage/Jumping

The Quilted Saddle Cloth with the Passier lettering printed around the surrounding braid, impresses with 100 % cotton  
material on the outer side as well as the underside and the stabilizing foam insert with additional filling. 

Size One size fits all

Colors   ■ White   ■ Black
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Trapezius Relief Pad (TRP)

The Trapezius Relief Pad has been developed together with dressage trainer Eberhard Weiß. It distinguishes it-
self from conventional pads by means of the two special recesses in the sensitive rearward part of the trapezius 
muscle. These oval recesses provide demonstrable pressure relief: The horse can breath more freely and snort 
more contentedly. Furthermore, the pad encourages better back activity and relaxation as well as promoting 
good muscle development and can also be used prophylactically against over-sensitive reactions to the saddle.

Size One size fits all

FlexiPad® Dressage/Jumping

The FlexiPad® was tested by the renowned IST Institute, Munich, and by the Technical University of Munich, Research Group Schmitt-Thomas, and  
certified as particularly horse-friendly. It adjusts perfectly to the horse’s back and to the saddle; therefore, it can compensate for changes which 
take place in the horse’s body in the course of training. It absorbs the pressure – the muscles of the horse can relax. In addition, it ensures an  
optimum saddle-fit since it is made of FlexiFleece which has no memory effect and therefore it always retains its shape. As a result of the cut back 
head and curved back, the FlexiPad® sits perfectly, as a fully reversible pad it is extremely practical and is available in a wide range of colors.

Size One size fits all

Lambskin Pads Dressage/Jumping

The anatomically-shaped hard-wearing pad made of  
vegetable-tanned lambskin has highly therapeutic 
benefits: It is shock absorbing and effectively prevents 
formation of pressure points therefore making it perfect 
for horses with sensitive backs. The pad also promotes 
circulation and alleviation of tension and is also benefi-
cial for horses prone to allergies. The lambskin extends 
to the front of the saddle, where a small edge forms 
an attractive trim, behind which the saddle can be well 
positioned. The underside of the pad consists of original 
lambskin with 25 mm (1/10") deep pile. The outer side is 
made of cotton. The perfect pad for lovers of lambskin!

Sizes Pony, M, L

Dressage Design

Jumping Design

saDDle paDs
Colors   ■ White   ■ Black

Farben   ■ Blue   ■ Grey   ■ Black    Purple-Black   ■ Burgundy    Honey-Brown    Brown-Caramel   ■ Champagne   ■ White

Color   ■ Black

Inside
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Color   ■ Blue

Color   ■ BlueColor   ■ Blue

Saddle Cover
The Saddle Cover of rainproof Ripstop has pockets on 
both sides (with Passier lettering) which are ideal for 
securing the saddle girth, for example when transport-
ing the saddle. The inside of the saddle cover is made 
of fluffy cotton. A billet lead through system on both 
sides ensures a perfect fit. Every new Passier saddle 
comes with this cover.

Size One size fits all

Travel Boots
The water-repellent, breath-
able and softly lined Passier 
Travel Boots with reliable 
hoof pad protection can be 
put on your horse quickly 
and are also very secure. The 
four Velcro fastenings are 
quick and easy to close – as 
well as to open again, of 
course.

Size Full size 

rugs

Fleece Cooler Rug

The especially elegant Passier Cooler Rug with emblem 
and cord has a very good cooling function and also 
keeps the horse warm, as it is made of cuddly, soft 
and thick polar fleece. The Cooler Rug has a Velcro 
fastening at the front, a practical closure with a swivel 
hook above and a deep-set tail strap at the rear.

Sizes  S: 125 cm (49"), M: 135 cm (53"), L: 145 cm (57"), 
XL: 155 cm (61"), XXL: 165 cm (65") 

Under Rug

The Passier Under Rug made of soft polyester in 
Passier Blue with Passier lettering on the border is 
available with 150 g or warm 300 g filling. To effectively 
avoid any rubbed patches in the chest area, smooth 
polyester taffeta has been integrated into the front of 
the rug. An inner woven fur insert protects the sensitive 
withers.

Sizes  S: 125 cm (49"), M: 135 cm (53"), L: 145 cm (57"), 
XL: 155 cm (61"), XXL: 165 cm (65") 

Stable and Turnout Rug

The Passier Stable and Turnout Rug has an optimum fit. With its smooth 
polyester inner lining the rug adapts to the horse’s movement and 
protects the shoulders. With movement gussets and a practical closure 
at the front and sides as well as the tail flap. Available without filling as 
well as with 150 g or 300 g filling.

Sizes  S: 125 cm (49"), M: 135 cm (53"), L: 145 cm (57"), XL: 155 cm (61"), 
XXL: 165 cm (65")

Closure at the front

Tail Flap

Pocket  
with Passier  

Lettering

View  
from Back
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The beginning of a new age.

Passier Carolina  
Jumping and Cross-Country Saddle

passier.com/carolina


